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How Do We Obtain Abundant Bandwidth?
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GIG.U FALL 2014 STATUS CHART
University Community State Method Status
Virginia Tech Blacksburg VA PPP Downtown Gig Zone

Michigan State East Lansing MI PPP Local ISP Offering

U of Florida Gainesville FL Local Utility Innovation Zone Network Built

U of Louisville Louisville KY RFP 3 New Entrants Building Gig Networks

U of Kentucky Lexington KY RFP Pending

Texas A&M College Station TX RFP Incumbent upgrade to Gig

U of NC Chapel Hill NC NCNGN Deal with T, Negotiating with GF

NC State U Raleigh NC NCNGN Deal with T, Negotiating with GF

Duke U Durham NC NCNGN Deal with T, Negotiating with GF

Wake U Wake-Forest NC NCNGN Deal with T

ASU Phoenix AZ GF Negotiating with GF

Georgia Tech Atlanta GA GF Negotiating with GF

U of Chicago Chicago IL Legal Reform Telco Upgrading Network

U of CT
Storrs, New Haven, 
others

CT State RFP RFP in Process

U of Missouri Columbia MO RFP Developing RFP

U of Montana Missoula MT Study Study Complete; developing response

U of New Mexico Albuquerque NM RFP Developing RFP

U of Ill Cham/Urbana IL RFP Local ISP Developing Network

Case Western Shaker Heights OH PPP Pilot Project

U of WV Morganton WV PPP Spectrum Based Pilot Operational

U of Washington Seattle WA Legal Reform Telco Upgrading Network

U of Maine Orono ME PPP In Discussions, Spin Off Projects

Most 
Communities 
Have Moved 

Forward
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What assets would be critical 
for economic and social 

progress in the decades ahead?

What assets would be critical 
for economic and social 

progress in the decades ahead?

Known

• Water? 

• Electrical?

Unknown

• Distribution Center?

• Airport?

• Technology Focused University?

City Thinking in 1915



The Future

Economic value creation, which for several 
millennium was based on the manipulation and 
distribution of physical objects, increasingly will 

be based on manipulating, transporting, and 
analyzing bits of information. 
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What assets will be critical for 
economic and social progress in the 

decades ahead?

What assets will be critical for 
economic and social progress in the 

decades ahead?

Known

• Ubiquitous, affordable and abundant bandwidth 
networks

• Device, Sensor and M2M networks that provide 
actionable intelligence 

• A digitally ready population and digitally ready 
city government

City Thinking in 2015
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Today’s Focus



Early Data: Increases Housing Values

The Impact of High-speed Broadband Availability on Real Estate 
Values:  Evidence from United States Property Markets

By Molnar, Savage & Sicker
University of Colorado, August 15, 2013



Early Data: Increases Attractiveness as 
Business Location



Early Data: Increases GDP

“Our study suggests that communities where gigabit 
broadband was widely available enjoyed higher GDP, relative to 
similar communities where gigabit broadband was not widely 
available. The 14 communities with widely available gigabit 
broadband that we studied enjoyed over $1 billion in additional 
GDP when gigabit broadband 
became widely available, relative to communities where gigabit 
broadband was not widely available.” 



How to accelerate the deployment of 
next generation broadband networks ?



C + O > (1-r)R + SB + (-CL)

C – Capital Expenditures
O– Operating Expenditures
r – Risk
R- Revenues
SB- System Benefits 
(Benefits that drive increased revenues outside the communities where the new 
or incremental investments are made.)
CL- Losses due to competition

Currently, the private investment equation usually looks like this:
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Current Math: 
Returns Do Not Justify the Investment

Costs Benefits



C + O < (1-r)R + SB + (-CL)

But how do we do that?

The Path Forward: Change the Math
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Reduce CapEx, OpEx, 
risk

Use Existing 
Assets More 
Effectively

Reduce CapEx, OpEx, 
risk

Regulatory 
Flexibility and 

Efficiency

Reduce risk and raise 
revenues

Aggregate 
Demand

Key Strategies
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• Build to Demand Model

• Access to ROWs, Facilities

• Reduce Regulatory Time
Reduce Cap Ex

• Access Payments

• Reduce Ongoing Regulatory Costs

• Utilize Existing Billing Platforms
Reduce Op Ex

• Build to Demand

• Standardize Functions Across Areas, VendorsReduce Risk

• Demand Aggregation

• Marketing Platform

• New Services
Increase Revenues

• Distributed Innovation

• Seeding Long-Term Growth

Increase Ecosystem 
Benefits

• Improve economics of adjacent or new market entrantIncrease Competition

Tactics within existing powers of communities

19



How to accelerate the deployment of 
next generation broadband networks?

• Understand how the city’s practices affect the 
economics of deployment and operations of next-
generation networks; and 

• Organize the city’s to assets, practices and 
people to improve its ability to negotiate with 
third party providers or most efficiently deploy 
its own network. 



The Information Role: What should city 
workers/administrators know?

•Coordinate between offices to centralize data, mapping, and 
information on current fiber assets

•Research plans that similar cities have adopted and gather 
best practices

•Start an educational campaign to engage the average citizen 
on the city's gigabit strategy or plan.

•Work with city council/governing body to identify and fix 
regulatory roadblocks or inefficiencies standing in the way of 
private build-out. 
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The Engineering Role: What should city engineers do?

•Perform preparatory work on city poles for new 
telecommunications entrants.

•Assist other city workers in performing a local mapping 
and fiber asset inventory

•If applicable, work with the city council or governing body 
to implement an informed dig-once strategy.

•If applicable, work with the city council or governing body 
to craft the technical aspects of of a development 
agreement with a private partner.

•CTC Technology & Energy has an excellent technical 
guide for fiber-friendly policies for those along this 
"path."
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The Legal Role: What should a city council or governing 
authority do?

•Institute fiber friendly policies, such as "dig-once" 

•Institute regulatory reforms to simplify permitting, pole 
attachments and environmental review processes for new 
telecommunications entrants

•If working with a private partner, create a detailed 
development agreement to protect city interests and meet 
shared goals

•If it seems advantageous for your city, pursue a regional 
strategy by engaging with the county or neighboring  
municipalities
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The Community Role: What should local political groups , 
community members and nonprofits do?

•Create, publicize and provide broadband adoption and digital 
literacy resources for residents.

•Assist in measuring and increasing neighborhood demand 
through multiple efforts including door-to-door.

•Build relationships between the diverse pool of stakeholders 
in the community that would contribute to and benefit from a 
gigabit connection: schools, universities, hospitals, businesses, 
etc.
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http://www.ctcnet.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/GigabitCommunities.pdf


Key Segments to Organize

Organizing 
Coalition

Organizing 
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Users of 
Big 

Bandwidth
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Real EstateReal Estate

General 
Public

General 
Public



Key Trade-Off
Risk Control

FinancialFinancial

Service 
Model
Service 
Model



Models

FacilitatorFacilitator
Uses governmental and 
other levers to facilitate 

the ability by private 
sector partners to play 

all the roles

North Carolina Research 
Triangle Cities, College 

Station, Texas, Louisville 
and Lexington, Kentucky

PrimaryPrimary
Using public facilities to 

invest in 
telecommunications as 

public infrastructure

Chattanooga, Lafayette

PartialPartial
Plays partial roles, 
relying heavily on a 

private partner, 
particularly for 

operations, marketing, 
and financing.

Westminster, Maryland, 
South Portland, Maine, 

Champagne-Urbana, 
Illinois, Connecticut cities 



Three Key Insights

1. Everything that happens in a community ten years from now will 
be enhanced or degraded depending on the quality of the 

networks.

2. Many things communities are doing today or will do in the next 
few years will affect the quality of the networks that community 

has ten years from now.

3. Broadband is bought as a community.  While Individuals think they 
make a choice, the choice is predetermined by choices the 

community makes.
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Closing Thought: A Commons in Our Time



Will the Community 
Commons Be Ready for the 

Gigabit Age?



86% 
of the experts believe 

there will be “new, 
unique and compelling 
technology applications 

that capitalize on 
significant increases in 

bandwidth in the 
United States by 2025.”
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Thank You


